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NEW QUESTION: 1
A developer uses IBM Datacap Studio's Application Wizard and
selects the option to create "a new RRS application", then
provides an application name and accepts the defaults. Which of
the following is correct about the created application?
A. The workflow includes three job types: Main Job, FixUp Job,
and Web Job.
B. There are no entries on the fingerprint database / IBM

Datacap Studio zones tab.
C. The job type "Main Job" includes: VScan, Upload, PageID,
Profiler, Verify, and Export.
D. The Profiler task profile is added to the Rulerunner's
default thread &lt;thread0&gt;.
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 2
Note: This question is part of a series of questions that use
the same or similar answer choices. An answer choice may be
correct for more than one question in the series. Each question
is independent of the other questions in this series.
Information and details provided in a question apply only to
that question.
A. Option F
B. Option C
C. Option A
D. Option D
E. Option B
F. Option E
G. Option G
H. Option H
Answer: B
Explanation:
What is the Product Terms document?
The Microsoft Volume Licensing Product Terms document is part
of your Microsoft Volume Licensing agreement. It is the
successor document to the Product Use Rights and the Product
List (both retired June 2015). When you need to know how to
license a particular product or the specifics of what you can
do with that product under the terms of your license agreement,
the Product Terms generally has the information you need.
The Product Terms details product availability by Volume
Licensing program as well as terms and conditions for the
deployment and use of software. The Product Terms is structured
around product entries that point to supporting sections of the
document for terms that apply more broadly, such as the
Universal License Terms and the terms of the licensing models
under which Volume Licensing products are available. Some
products have logical deployment scenarios that may necessitate
special use rights or exceptions. These are also outlined in
the product entries in the Product Terms. The number of
licenses required for a Microsoft product is determined by the
licensing model used for that particular product and how you
plan to deploy that product.
References:
https://download.microsoft.com/download/E/8/E/E8EDAE36-CBC6-412
3-BC5AF651D174FD6C/Microsoft_Product_Terms_Explained.pdf

NEW QUESTION: 3
A. IBM DB2 Express Edition
B. Oracle RAC
C. GNUCC
D. Apache Hadoop
Answer: D
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